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Abstract. Web users’ concerns about their privacy result in reduction of online 
shopping activity. Widely spread Web marketing is not possible without an 
appropriate protection of customers’ privacy. The significance of privacy in 
electronic commerce is illustrated in this article. We present a classification of 
Web privacy risks and describe an evolution of privacy enhancing technologies. 
It includes a review of Client-side Utilities, new protocol – P3P, simple Third 
Party Proxy Servers and more sophisticated Chaining with Encryption 
technique. The possibilities of mentioned solutions and their disadvantages are 
specified. Effective solutions are characterized by low performance and high 
costs of their realization. Electronic society’s unrealized demands are 
highlighted against this background. Our proposal of a new method of 
providing versatile anonymity for Web users is included in the summary of this 
discussion. The solution overcomes mentioned weaknesses. 

1 Introduction 

In the broad spectrum of Web security, aside from such problems as server or 
confidential data security, the subject of end users privacy abuses is getting more 
pronounced. Getting and collecting personal information constitute major attacks on 
Web browser’s users. The intrusion of privacy is intentional and can be seen in dollar 
signs. Personally identifiable information is a hot commodity. 

According to new survey [9] most customers do not trust companies to handle their 
personal information properly. Users are looking for solutions that can assure their 
privacy protection. They require tools allowing a control of information about them 
on the Internet. The survey reveals, for example, that having a company’s privacy 
practices verified by a third party would lead 91% customers to say they would do 
more business with such firm. More than half of customers say that if they were 
confident that a company really follows its privacy policies, they would be likely to 
recommend that company to friends and family.  

Canadian report [5] is even more pronounced. It found that: 83% of consumers 
who have not shopped online cited that their reluctance is due to not knowing what 
was being done with their information and who was watching their surfing habits. 
69% of frequent Internet purchasers say they have concerns about handing out 
personal information like credit card numbers online. 
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This contribution is mostly a review paper. Our goal was to describe a spectrum of 
present anonymity solutions as tools for Web privacy, help to realize their deficiency 
and to point directions of require development. The last part of paper includes a 
proposal of original solution which overcomes described weaknesses. 

2 Privacy Risks 

The World Wide Web (WWW) – in its present shape – does not provide adequate 
privacy protection. We are now witnessing growing privacy’s endangerment. The 
increasing number of commerce applications makes personal data a marketable good. 
We can see a progress both in Internet technology and electronic commerce, but a gap 
in protection of our right to privacy remains. Today, big specialized companies are the 
major drivers in utilization of this technology gap to their own advantage. However 
these practices effectually spoil electronic market and scare customers away from 
online shopping. The privacy risks should be examined from few different angles. 
Depending on placement, they can be divided into: internal, communication link 
originated and Web server originated. 

2.1 Internal Risks 

Here, the main problem is an access to users’ personal data and Web activity 
information (for example visited websites) for local network administrators, 
employers or other third parties like Internet service providers. What is more 
important, the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) addresses can inform not only about 
which sites were visited by a user but also about the way he filled out HTML 
(HyperText Markup Language) forms. This takes place when using method GET of 
HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) protocol [1], [6]. 

2.2 Communication Link Originated Risks 

The second point is the risks from the communication link, with the major attack – 
sniffing. The main protocol in WWW system is HTTP. Its security is based only on 
reliability of TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol) protocol 
suite and does not forecast possibility of attacks. User should than take into account 
the fact, that information about visited sites and data from completed forms can be 
easily accessed also by other Internet users. According to Harris Interactive report [9]: 
70% of customers claim that their major concern about online shopping is that Web 
transactions may not be secure and 69% that hackers could steal their personal data. 

2.3 Web Server Originated Risks 

The last issue is the risks related to the Web server. The danger lays in the fact that 
the website can obtain a wide range of information about a client. Server gets client IP 
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while establishing connection. The origin of each individual request and its 
association with each host are known to a server. A standard practice for most 
websites is to log HTTP requests to their Web server. This means that owners of 
website know the originating IP address of a user agent requesting a URL. They also 
have access to: date of request, realization time, user's name – HTTP identification, 
information about errors of HTTP transaction, referrer link, user-agent information. 

Sending a URL address of previously visited page (referrer link) to a server 
constitutes a major privacy violation. In spite HTTP specification, which says that the 
availability of information about referrer link should be optional, not one existing user 
agent did in fact incorporate the possibility of turning off this mechanism. The 
significance of this violation is more pronounced because the URI (Uniform Resource 
Identifier) address can often contain data from HTML forms. An URI string may in 
particular contain keywords introduced into Web search engines. 

The next tool, which can be used to take privacy away from users, is state 
management mechanism – Cookies [10]. This technique was introduced to allow, in 
stateless protocol (i.e. HTTP), a differentiation between persons visiting a server. 
Cookies mechanism has realized its new uses, not thought of by its creators. Today 
we can observe the utilization of this mechanism to create and enlarge databases with 
detail users’ profiles. Let’s follow a typical process of creating a profile. We can find 
banner ads on many websites. Mostly in the form of bitmap images or Shockwave 
animations, which come from profile creating third party (Ad Server). When visiting 
such page, in reality we are receiving banner ad from Ad Server, although the user 
does not know this. Our IP address is being automatically sent to the third party (Ad 
Server). Next, a Cookie information is placed. Ad Server writes information about us, 
such as the date, time and address of the visited page. We are identified by an ID 
number. The are many Web pages, which require registration before accessing same 
services. In the registration process we release personal identity information like 
name, e-mail address and so on. The registration page sends all the information to Ad 
Server, which creates more detailed information database, updated every time we visit 
pages in the banner ad network. Information gathered this way is used by banner ad 
network pages to target specific commercial recipients, to create personal e-mail 
offers and spam or to breach privacy even further. In user agent default settings 
cookie mechanism is invisible to users. The statistics [9] showed that the main (75%) 
concern expressed by customers is that companies they patronize will provide their 
information to other companies without their permission. We should also mention 
risks created by programs executed on client machines. They may be so called Trojan 
Horses, because they, in a way unnoticeable to users, send information about them.  

All the presented growing risks make new requirements necessary to establish. 
Web users should have a choice to provide or not to provide their personal data. 

3 Current Solutions 

Two types of solutions are dominant in ordinary use. They are: Client-side 
Applications and Proxy Servers. 
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3.1 Client-side Utilities 

These types of solutions can play only a secondary role. They are not able to provide 
full anonymity. The functions of those applications are: monitoring and control of all 
connections to and from user’s computer (i.e. personal firewall), management of 
Cookies mechanism, system cleaning (removal of history or cookies files), blocking 
banner ads and detecting Trojan Horses. Today a growing number of the discussed 
applications allow not only for single but multiple functions. The software installed 
on the user's computer does not provide full protection of privacy. It is not able to 
conceal such data which may identify a host like IP address. 

3.2 Third Party Proxy Servers 

Proxy is a third party – like a mirror reflecting destination data. It acts as the 
middleman in the process of Web browsing. 

Adopting the above kind of structure allows for hiding all kinds of information 
about user of HTTP client, from destination Web server. The Web server can only 
access information about proxy. In addition, there is a possibility to secure connection 
between user agent and proxy by SSL/TLS protocol (Secure Socket Layer / Transport 
Layer Security) [4]. Thanks to this other parties such as ISP (Internet Service 
Provider), LAN (Local Area Network) administrator or just eavesdroppers cannot 
access the transferred information. Another advantage to the proxy is the ease of 
control and filtration of transferred content. It then allows for management of Cookies 
mechanism and blocking of unasked for, annoying and dangerous extras (popup 
windows, banner ads and etc), and also deleting client-side scripts or programs. 

The solution of anonymizing service based on proxy is widely used. The 
advantages of proxies, responsible for their high popularity are: filling the technical 
loop-hole in WWW system related to lack of user’s privacy, high efficiency of hiding 
user’s identity data, high capability of hiding user id data, easy access to the service, 
supported by no additional requirements from users (only an Internet access and 
standard Web browser needed), simple architecture, insignificant delays of Web 
navigation, relatively low costs required for system realization, no demands to modify 
existing network nodes and protocols – system implementation based on current well 
known standards, simple user interface. 

Therefore, this type of solution needs to be observed more closely. Let’s analyze 
the way it works, concentrate on problems arising from its implementation and its 
security limitations. 

Unfortunately, there are also serious disadvantages to Third Party Proxy Servers. 
Currently employed proxy servers have access to information about user’s Web 
activity. Anonymity service providers induce the belief that this data is not collected, 
used or shared. The user has to face the risk of concentration of personal Web activity 
in one place. If the anonymity service provider attempts to exercise this possibility, 
the user will be exposed to an even greater risk than in traditional Web browsing, 
because information collected by different websites is much more difficult to put 
together. Furthermore, proxy servers do not protect against tracking by traffic 
analysis. An eavesdropper can observe the volume of transmitted data and correlate 
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inputs and outputs (proxy server request). A very serious risk also exists here, because 
it is possible for third parities to track and profile users. The next disadvantage of 
proxy servers is the limitation of sets of elements which can be downloaded. Some of 
HTML standard enhancements (like JavaScript) can create high risks for the whole 
system. It is possible and easy to perform powerful attacks using these technologies. 
The mentioned attacks can completely compromise proxy sever systems. Presented 
security gaps should provoke further conceptual and design studies. 

3.3 New Protocol – P3P 

The P3P – Platform for Privacy Preferences Protocol [3] is promoted to be a new 
standard. Its main task is privacy protection of people surfing in WWW system. P3P 
introduces uniform and machine-readable format for websites privacy policies and for 
user’s private data collected by his Web browser. Thanks to this user can easily 
familiarize himself with visited websites privacy statements. User’s browser is able to 
read this statement and automatically decide, for example, if to send users id 
information or if to allow for Cookies.  

This protocol is a useful tool in electronic commerce both for merchant and client. 
P3P can help achieve harmony between companies’ economical needs for information 
required to provide services and customers’ rights to privacy and control over 
personal information. P3P technology can also decrease practices of profiling.  
However it is well known, that this mechanism cannot provide full privacy. It is not 
possible to hide all user agent id data – for example IP address. 

The newest Web browsers are equipped in Platform for Privacy Preferences 
Protocol client. For now this is mostly experimental – there are few Web pages with 
P3P technology support. 

3.4 Adaptation of Chaining with Encryption Technique 

More or less adequate adaptation of Chaumian concept to WWW system was already 
implemented by few organizations. Examples of systems based on MIXNET include: 
Onion Routing [14], [8], Crowds [13], Freedom [7] (first profitable system of this 
kind). They are all based on a network of proxy nodes. Data packets are divided into 
uniform length frames (for example 128 bytes). Every frame is encrypted repeatedly 
and then send on its winding way.  

To accomplish encryption and decryption of exchanged packets these systems use 
additional software executed on user’s computer. This software takes over all 
communication with Internet and rerouting packets to service servers. Usually the 
systems also provide anonymous access to another services such as email, news, file 
sharing. 

The popularity of this type of systems is limited. Systems based on chaining with 
encryption do not eliminate all risks of traffic analysis attacks. Anonymity is still 
dependent on a third party – information about user’s Web activity was only dispersed 
between many proxies. However, there is no certainty that proxies do not collaborate 
with each other. What is more, anonymity service provider cannot submit a proof that 
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system proxies do not collaborate. Originators usually omit this fact and only mention 
curtly that each of proxies should belong to a different infrastructure provider. Is this 
a reason enough to support a belief that proxies do not collaborate? Nowadays we can 
see many examples of cooperation between independent companies in the process of 
tracking Web users and profiling them. Why would it be any different in this case? 
Implementation of this class of methods is not widely spread. We can only presume 
that in case of their popularization and implementation of proxies by many different 
companies, this possibility could be misused.  

Systems based on a network of many proxies require construction of expensive 
infrastructure. This brings in a discouraging factor for potential investors. The use of 
network of proxies is a great technique for providing anonymity during e-mail 
correspondence. However, serious delays, which are not inconvenient in sending 
emails, are a serious obstacle in Web browsing. To increase system’s performance 
speed, it is necessary to employ powerful and fast computers as proxies. Yet, they are 
expensive. 

4 VAST System 

Today more than ever the WWW service increases its multimedia character. The 
users expect texts and graphics to be available immediately. Today’s solutions, 
thought, still require very high financial investments. 

We have selected the following principles in our solution design: preservation of 
all advantages of popular anonymous third party proxy servers, providing versatile 
anonymity (including service provider and also preventing traffic analysis attack), 
speed, no additional requirements from users – general access, in particular, no 
applications installed on user’s host, easy to implement outside laboratories –  low 
costs. 

4.1 VAST Concept 

VAST – Versatile Anonymous System 
for Web Users [11] (see Figure 1) 
contains only one proxy node. To 
achieve anonymity from proxy 
server’s point of view and also to 
disable traffic analysis attack we are 
introducing a technique of dummy 
traffic generation. More pages than 
actually requested by user are 
transferred from proxy to client. 
Information about which content is the 
object of interest to the user stays with 
him. An agent (JAVA applet) 
cooperates with user’s browser. At the 
time when the user is familiarizing himself with the page content, the agent simulates 

Fig. 1. VAST system scheme 
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users Web activity – by requesting random websites from proxy. The basis of this 
solution is the observation of a typical Web navigation. User does not request 
websites at all times. Requests get sent in various time intervals and in between them, 
the user reads the content. VAST utilizes this fact. Additionally, VAST takes advantage 
of the simplicity of generating dummy traffic in WWW system – we mean that a wide 
range of Internet resources is indexed in Web search engines. We can simulate user’s 
activity using it. The VAST system, unlike other existing solutions, does not conduct 
additional major activity while the transaction takes place, but it utilizes free time to 
take actions providing versatile anonymity. A source code of agent applet would be 
available to all. Then users would be able to check if it is not a Trojan Horse. 

4.2 VAST Performance 

Presented idea was designed to allow high performance – similar to efficiency of 
traditional Web browsing. All additional processing intended to provide anonymity 
takes place not at the time of requesting or downloading page, but at the time when 
user reads/watches downloaded pages. However, there is still a question: how dummy 
traffic delays browsing? Sometimes a user familiarizes him with page content fast. 
How long must he wait than? VAST can block all content which comes from the third 
side servers. This means excluding all multimedia banner ads placed frequently on 
many sites. Statistic analyses show that size of ads placed on popular websites and 
portals often occupies 50% of total website size or even more. Requests to third side 
servers are replaced by dummy traffic requests in VAST system.  

The volume of dummy traffic should be on a proper level to perform effective 
masking of user’s activity. The number of transactions performed in appropriate 
sessions should be approximately equal. Let τd denotes average time of downloading 
of single Webpage; τf – average time of familiarizing with page content; τw – average 
delay of Webpage downloading introduced by VAST system in comparison to 
traditional proxy server; n – number of dummy sessions. Then the delay τw can be 
described as follows: 

τw = 0.5 τd  for τf � n τd (1)
τw = n τd – τf + 0.5τd for τf < n τd (2)

This can be written: 
| n τd – τf | + (n+1) τd – τf τw = 

2 
(3)

The following results can be obtained for a typical downloading time τd = 8 [s]: 

Table 1. Delays introduced by VAST (τw) system as a function of user’s familiarizing with 
Web content time 

n ττττf [s] 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 ττττw [s] 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
2 ττττw [s] 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 

The computations shows that acceptable delays (similar to delays present in 
traditional anonymous proxy server systems) occur when users spend time to 
familiarize with Webpage content equal to multiplication of a number of sessions and 
a single page download time. 
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5 Summary 

Today’s popular tools are not perfect. They do not provide full anonymity. New 
proposals are not able to reach a wider audience. Technology based on network of 
Chaum’s nodes is successful in electronic mail. It does not mean that it is directly 
applicable to WWW, which has different requirements (most of all speed). Our 
proposition of solving this problem is the system dedicated to WWW. The concept is 
based on its characteristic and utilizes it. This comprehensive technique overcomes 
weaknesses of existing systems such as: serious, noticeable delays, access of service 
provider to user’s private data and high costs of service implementation. The novel 
idea in this system – dummy traffic generation – may be in some cases viewed as its 
weakness. For users, whose fees for the Internet access are based on the amount of 
downloaded data, it means higher costs. We should stress that the system can block 
third party servers advertisement elements. It means that the graphic files from third 
parties are exchanged for dummy traffic.  
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